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Intentional Endodontic In Left Maxillary Central Insisivus
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ABSTRACT

Intentional endodontic is a procedure that involves the purposeful extirpation of healthy (non inflamed, non infected) pulpal tissue as an aid to provision of a restoration. Intentional endodontic can be performed to provide post, doubtful pulp health prior to restorative procedures, pulpal exposure when restoring a tooth. In this case coronal dentin remains insufficient to provide retention and resistance for making a restoration, to achive that, restoration with post and core will be needed. A 41 years old female complaint about her restoration in the left upper anterior tooth was loosed and hypersensitivity to cold. Clinical examination showed that caries reaches the dentin at the distal and large composite fillings in the mesial side. There is positive reaction in a vitality test, percussion, palpation showed negative reaction and no mobility. Examination radiographic revealed radiolucent approaching the pulp in the distal part of the tooth, one and straight root, membrane periodontal, lamina dura, alveolar crest, periapical showed no abnormality. Diagnosis of these case is pulpitis reversibleAll caries at distal side and composite restoration at mesial side had to be removed, making the labial wall so thin and it will be difficult to obtain a good and long term restoration. And then one visit endodontic were performed, the tooth restored with resin fiber post and all porcelain crown. intentional endodontic can become one of consideration treatment when retention, resistance, support of the coronal and radicular dentin are needed.
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INTRODUCTION

Intentional endodontic is a procedure that involves the purposeful extirpation of healthy (non inflamed, non infected) pulpal tissue as an aid to provision of a restoration. Intentional endodontic can be performed to provide post, doubtful pulp health prior to